In 1972, as a "defrocked" debutante, I worked at a mission hospital in Haiti. It was a summer like no other: full of life, death, and love in unexpected guises. In short, the trip was transformative, drawing me to new worlds like a moth to a flame. Before long, I decided to study tropical medicine.

A decade later---as an infectious diseases trainee---my Chief took me aside. "Can you speak with an applicant?," he asked. And so I met Abraham Verghese, an Indian-American MD raised in Ethiopia. Soon, we were deep in conversation.

What sparked our rapport, I later wondered. Was it spiritual provenance? (In 52 AD, Saint Thomas visited southern India and planted the ancient church of Verghese\'s forbears; in 301 AD, Saint Gregory led my Armenian ancestors to embrace a similar Christian faith.) Or perhaps it was a common love of tropical medicine, history, or literature.

Because our Boston fellowships did not overlap, I never found out.

Now, fast forward another dozen years. In 1994, when I was back in Los Angeles, Verghese published *My Own Country*, his breakout non-fiction book about acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) sufferers in Tennessee. In 1998, his reputation grew with *The Tennis Partner*, a second powerful memoir set in Texas.

Soon, I invited Verghese to speak at an American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene (ASTMH) conference (for the record, he declined, albeit graciously). Finally, at a 2011 University of California at Los Angeles lecture, we reconnected in person. "What happened to your long hair?" were his first words. What the heck?, I thought. Then, I smiled. Writers\' memories run deep.

Anyway, this piece is not about chance encounters or reunions but *Cutting for Stone*, Verghese\'s latest medical blockbuster largely set at an Ethiopian mission hospital. Released in 2009, the novel remains on many bestseller lists even today. Before long (assuming it does not languish in Hollywood development hell), the story will bloom anew on the silver screen.

Should I write about it for the Tropical Bookshelf? I waffled earlier this year, still unsure if the sprawling work was suited to AJTMH. Then, I reread the 540-page folio, savoring its story and themes. I also sampled a handful of reviews. There is so much more to say, I gasped. How could the critics have missed so much?

Here is another tasting menu of a global saga of love, loss, and redemption, an author\'s passion for medicine, and a modern literary classic.

Intellectual Bloodlines {#s1}
=======================

Oh, for more general education in the humanities. The older that I get, the more that I and many colleagues think about all the college courses that we never took.

In his youth, Abraham Verghese enjoyed greater exposure to literature, history, and the arts than the average future doctor, I suspect. In his last two jobs, he has created programs in medical humanities and ethics. His writing showcases his broad, eclectic ken.

Let us start with the title of his novel. *Cutting for Stone* derives from a little-known stanza of the Hippocratic Oath that states, "I will not cut for stone, even for patients in whom the disease is manifest; I will leave this operation to be performed by practitioners, specialists in this art." (The proscription is aimed at ancient lithologists who cut perineal tissues to extract bladder stones, a practice that often doomed their patients to infection and death. The title also echoes its protagonist\'s surname---but more about that later.) Along with medical drama, *Cutting for Stone* is rich in post-colonial history, philosophical riffs, and literary gems from randy limericks to stirring lines of poetry. My personal favorite? The Yeats quatrain that opens the novel\'s last section:"The intellect of man is forced to choose""Perfection of the life or of the work""And if it takes the second must refuse""A heavenly mansion, raging in the dark."

Ethiopia\'s tumultuous 20th century history also weaves through the story: its 1930s annexation by Italy, its return to independent statehood in 1941, its modernization under Emperor Haile Selassie, its troubled relations with neighboring Eritrea, and finally---around the time Verghese left Addis Ababa to finish medical school in Madras---its ghastly Red Terror under Marxist dictator Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam. (In the space of 2 years, it is estimated that Mengistu\'s violent campaign led to the murder of as many as half a million Ethiopians.)

Wondrous language has earned the book its highest accolades. Its narrative is laced with metaphors and analogies. "Rose spots ... appeared on the second day ... and arranged themselves like a Chinese puzzle on the chest and abdomen." The newborn twins Marion and Shiva "...were as floppy as two wounded flounders." Introducing a touch of lightness in a scene at a Boston teaching hospital, "\[we\] interviewees in our dark suits stood out like penguins at a polar bear convention."

Intensely sensory medical descriptions also abound. Here are three separate examples:"The \[dry, tubercular\] cough that at first was like a distant artillery soon sounded like nails rattling in a paper bag.""He had the café au lait skin and jowly features of the royal family, as if he\'d been raised on clotted cream and scones ... \[his\] breathing was deep, loud, and sighing, like an over-worked locomotive. With every exhalation, he gave off that sweet emanation---it even had a color: red. The man had diabetic coma---the fruity odor was characteristic.""The musty ammoniacal reek of liver failure came with yellow eyes and the rainy season; the freshly-baked bread scent of typhoid fever was year-round and then the eyes were porcelain white. The sewer breath of lung abscess, the grapelike odor of a Pseudomonas-infected burn, the stale urine scent of kidney failure, the old beer smell of scrofula---the list was huge."

Finally, *Cutting for Stone* contains frankly lyrical passages. Here is one that I starred---a pensive discourse by protagonist Marion Stone on the common rituals of patients seeking succor at the missionary hospital of his youth:"I\'d learned many things about suffering ... first that white was the uniform of suffering, and cotton its fabric. Whether it was thin (a shama or nettala) or heavy as a blanket ... it must keep the head warm and the mouth covered---no sun or wind should hit because these elements carried the mitch, the bird, and other evil miasmas. Even the minister with the waistcoat and gob would, when he was ill, throw a nettala over his coat, cram eucalyptus leaves up his nose, take an extra dose of kosso for tapeworm, and then hurry over to be seen.""Day by day, a white-robed mass flowed up our hill, gravity the current against which they swam. Those whose breath ran short as well as the crippled and the lame stopped at the halfway point to look up, to gaze past the tops of the flanking eucalyptus to where the African hawks soared against the blue sky."

In these paragraphs, one can practically see Verghese leaning out a dusty window, gazing at some half-remembered scene from his own past.

O The People! O The Plot! {#s2}
=========================

Although most critics were enthusiastic about *Cutting for Stone* when it first came out, not all showered it with praise. In her *New York Times* review, Erica Wagner called the book "capacious, not to say baggy." She also caviled: "Great novels are not built merely on the agglomeration of detail" and chided Verghese for writing with "too much heart." Wagner\'s parting shot? "This is a first novel that reveals the author\'s willingness to show the souls, as well as the bodies, of his characters. In Verghese\'s second profession, a great surgeon is called an editor. Here\'s hoping that in the future the author finds stronger medicine in that line."

Her takedown (not solely aimed at Verghese obviously) was tart, but even Wagner acknowledged Verghese\'s treasure trove of characters. I will describe the major ones in a moment. First, here are a few thoughts about the story in which they figure.

In some ways, the plot of *Cutting for Stone* is like master-level chess: so many clever strategies and moves! Then, in the last pages, Verghese finesses all the loose ends. As the novel steams to its terminus, there is more than a little deus ex machina (in screenplay language, the term implies an unnatural, contrived ending). By this point, however, we fellow travelers are hooked, which speaks to Verghese\'s talent for creating riveting characters and dialogue.

Now for the grand arc of the story. (Spoiler alert: if you have not yet read the book, you should probably skip this section.) In short, it starts with the birth of conjoined twins (ShivaMarion; Marion is named in honor of Marion Sims, the famous 19th century American gynecologic surgeon) conceived of a secret union between an emotionally scarred English surgeon and an Indian Carmelite nun. After Sister Mary Joseph Praise dies in childbirth, the tether connecting the newborns\' scalps is severed. Miraculously, they survive. Meanwhile, Thomas Stone flees Addis Ababa\'s Missing (a mispronunciation of mission) Hospital. The boys are then lovingly raised by Madrasi expats Ghosh and Hema, the sole physicians still on staff.

Soon, we meet Genet, a feisty Eritrean girl. Genet also lives on the hospital compound. In adolescence, Genet undergoes female genital cutting in a convoluted bit of dramatic business: she is, in essence, paying a price to shield Marion from false accusations around her (covert) deflowering by Shiva. This moment marks the emotional separation of the two twins. Eventually, the heartsick Marion immerses in medicine and flees Ethiopia, whereas Shiva stays and perfects new ways to repair obstetric fistulae.

Now, rather than wade deeper in subplots, let me pose a question. If you were engineering a dramatic medical finale stemming from long-postponed intimacy with a woman who always bleeds during intercourse, what lever would you pull? A few years later, Genet---a hardened exile recently freed from prison---arrives unannounced at Marion\'s Bronx apartment. She is emaciated and coughing. Then, she bolts again---this time to locate her child in protective custody. Fearing exposure to tuberculosis, Marion starts downing preventive medication while incubating Genet\'s parting blood-borne gift. The double whammy, medically speaking, of acute hepatitis B and isoniazid yields fulminant liver failure.

Can you guess the next story domino? (Well, probably not, unless you share Verghese\'s penchant for medical plotting.) Weeks later, jaundiced and comatose, Marion\'s only hope for survival is a healthy lobe of liver from his identical twin. The high-stakes operation, in turn, can only be performed by his biological father, who has recently resurfaced as a pioneer of living donor liver transplantation. Thus, the three kin---previously sundered---reunite in body and spirit, and Marion\'s life is saved.

That is what I meant by deus ex machina.

Pilgrims\' Progress {#s3}
===================

"I chose the specialty of surgery because of Matron, that steady presence during my boyhood and adolescence. 'What is the hardest thing you can possibly do?' she said ...""I squirmed. How easily she probed the gap between ambition and expediency. 'Why must I do what is hardest?'""'Because, Marion, you are an instrument of God. Don\'t leave the instrument sitting in its case, my son. Play! ... Why settle for "Three Blind Mice" when you can play the "Gloria"?'""How unfair of Matron to evoke that soaring chorale which always made me feel that I stood with every mortal creature looking up to the heavens in dumb wonder. She understood my unformed character.""'But, Matron, I can\'t dream of playing Bach, the "Gloria"'... I said under my breath ...""'No, Marion,' she said, her gaze soft, reaching for me ... 'No, not Bach\'s "Gloria." Yours! Your "Gloria" lives within you. The greatest sin is not finding it, ignoring what God made possible in you.'""Cutting for Stone, *Prologue*"

Early in this essay, I voiced a complaint. I felt that reviewers had missed some of strongest themes in *Cutting for Stone*. Religion is one. In some sense, medicine equals religion for Verghese. His book also shows faith in action: faith fueling service and faith fanning hope.

Take Matron. After the senseless death of her English physician fiancé, Missing Hospital\'s head resolves to carry out his life mission. Years later, waving at a room stacked with Bibles, she makes her priorities clear when meeting with a visiting pastor whose support is vital to her hospital\'s continued operation:"'We need medicine and food. But we get Bibles,' Matron smiled. 'I always wondered if the good people who send us Bibles really think that hookworm and hunger are healed by scripture? Our patients are illiterate.'"

In the same chapter, Matron sharply rebuts the notion that Ethiopian faith is laced with pagan conceits:"'Pagan! Mr. Harris, when our pagan ancestors back in Yorkshire and Saxony were using their enemies\' skulls as a plate to serve food, these Christians were singing the Psalms ... Ethiopian believers put on the shirts of men who had just died of the plague. They saw in the plague a sure and God-sent means of winning eternal life, of finding salvation...""Tell me ... do you your parishioners hunger like that for salvation?'"

In contrast, consider this twist. Soon after Marion starts his residency at Our Lady of Perpetual Succour (a so-called Ellis Island hospital with trainees who are all FMGs), he has a patient with metastatic cancer whose endoscopic biopsy is initially misread. After an operation reveals the true state of affairs, Hugh Walters learns his fate but still jokes about deferring his salvation just a little longer."'Death is the cure of all disease, isn\'t it? No one is prepared for news like this no matter what. I\'m 65 years old. I have had a good life. I want to meet my Lord and Savior.' A mischievous light flashed in his eye. 'But not just yet,' he said holding up a finger and laughing, a slow metronomic sound, heh, heh, heh. 'Ain\'t that the truth, Dr. Stone. Lord, I\'m a coming. Not just yet. I\'ll catch up with you.'"

Another quasispiritual moment? When Marion---reflecting on Genet\'s grievous fall from grace---at last feels compassion and forgives her infidelity: "Marion, I said to myself, she found her greatness, at last, found it in her suffering. Once you have greatness, who needs anything else?"

The last line is telling in more ways than one. What authors rise to ultimate greatness? Verghese\'s writing gifts are undeniable---his final stamp on literature for the ages harder to know.

No matter. For now, Abraham, many thanks for a great, passionate book with so much heart and soul. And good luck, filmmakers.
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